
Year 1
ISBN 9780198366898

Year 2
ISBN 9780198366867

Year 1 and 2
ISBN 9780198415541

Books to buy:  



Year 12  The film
I recommend getting your own
second hand copy of the DVD.

Year 13 The novel

and the study guide. and the 
study guide.



Tasks to complete:

1. Buy the AQA AS and A Level book for year 1 and the AQA Grammar and Translation workbook.  Complete at least 
      up to the end of page 17.

2. Buy a copy of Good Bye, Lenin and the study guide.  Watch the film all the way through.  Then watch again, taking
     notes in English about camera techniques used, the use of music.   Take notes on the different characters including the 
     minor characters.  

3. Investigate all the apps and Youtube videos mentioned below.  Start collecting facts about German- speaking countries.
      Write down and learn any vocabulary you don’t know.



Top-Tipps zum Deutschlernen
1. Download the Goethe Institut app.  This covers all the A level topics.
2. This website is very useful.  All the articles are in German and English and cover 
      A Level topics.  Click on the world icon top right to change language.
      https://www.deutschland.de/de

3.  Download the Einbürgerungstest app.  The test that people have to do to get
      German citizenship.  Has info that is relevant to A Level, takes 5 minutes a day. 

https://www.easygerman.org/4. Watch free videos from Easy German
They also have an excellent Podcast.  Up to date information on Germany that you can listen to while walking the dog or
on a long journey.  Despite the title, the German and content topics are very suited to A Level.

5.  Youglish   - will help with your pronunciation.  Go to youglish.com. Find the German in the drop-down menu.  Type
      in a word and you will get all the Youtube videos in which that word appears just before the word appears.  

6.  Linguee – free online dictionary, gives examples of language in natural context.

7.  14 Minuten  Deine tägliche Portion Deutsch.  Excellent weekly podcast with up to date German info.  e.g. the European
      elections, European football championship, spoken in natural German but at a reasonably slow pace.

8. MrWissen2Go on Youtube.  Factual information about Germany designed for German young people.  Topical themes.
      e.g. This week was about why the AfD party did so well in the European elections.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uc0pYNOWqN8

https://www.deutschland.de/de
https://www.easygerman.org/
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